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if you are planning to film a documentary, you will need to consider the availability of the locations.
for example, filming a movie in a battle zone would require that you obtain permission from both the

army and the rebel group. for major studio productions, the studio itself should be able to provide
locations for your film. the studios have lots of location scouts who can find suitable locations for

your movie. it is important that you hire a skilled production manager. the production manager will
oversee the logistics of your movie production. if you don't know how to make your movie, then you

should outsource the responsibilities of your production manager to a person who does. a skilled
production manager can improve your movie's chances of success. some of the most important parts
of a film production include the script, the cast and crew, the producer, the director, and the studio
or production company. you can’t do much of anything without these people. their roles depend on
the funding of your movie. since funding is a major problem, it is important to know what you need

and how to get it. your producer will work with you on all matters relating to the film, including script
selection, financing, scheduling, and editing. scheduling a movie is very important. the most

important scheduling issue is figuring out the shooting days. a movie takes anywhere from one to
five days to film. if you schedule too few shooting days, then you will have a low-quality film.
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with his last movie a box office success, handagama is
unlikely to come under pressure from the sinhala-buddhist

hardliners to abandon his social realism. however, the
government has shown itself to be sensitive to criticism and

to the influence of the international community. had the
government not responded, would handagama have gone
ahead with the movie? aksharaya is a rare step away from
the banality of violence that is the staple of the sri lankan

cinema. while arasanga [2004] and hari [2005] convey
messages of peace, aksharaya goes into the moral

corruption of society. although most films are shot on
location, there are some exceptions, such as aksharaya.

filmmakers should be aware that if they want to shoot a film
in a location, then they must have the permission of the
owner of the land, as well as the local council and the

police. the police is responsible for ensuring that no one is
harmed during the shoot and it is in the best interests of

the police if the film is successful. the art of editing is
closely linked to the script. the script provides the plot, and

the editor works to make the script fit into a movie. the
editor can ensure that the scene begins and ends as

intended and can remove unwanted material such as the
opening and closing credits. the filmmakers also face
intimidation, threats and attacks. the director of the

rajarata and several members of the cast and crew were
killed in a bomb attack in 2001, and the dhawa prasadaya
director and producer was abducted and murdered. as of
last year, the producers of aksharaya remained in police

custody, charged with child abuse. meanwhile, the upfa-run
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media council has threatened the producers with financial
penalties and possible closure of the aksharaya channel if
the movie is screened. the media council has also been

pressuring the relevant broadcasting authorities to ban the
movie. 5ec8ef588b
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